Gender Diversification of
the Early Years Workforce
Recruiting and Supporting Male
Early Years Practitioners

How we collected data for the
study…
What?

How/Who/Where?

2 Surveys

Practitioners/Managers

8 Case studies of
EY Settings

4 Hubs

Interviews with
15 ‘key figures’

Careers Services, Training
Providers, EY Organisations,
Recruitment Agencies
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Findings: The Four Stars of our
Findings
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Finding 1: Strategy
Recruitment…

There is no strategy
14% managers using specific strategy
50% settings receive applications from men
Individual settings/managers offer good
practice
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Finding 1:Strategy

Moving beyond the paper application…
Female Manager: Our recruitment team know that an agenda we have is,
any males you get in, let’s interview them. Let’s not just take them on
paper value but let’s see if we could take them on as unqualified and then
upskill them to be you know an even better teacher than what we can see
in them already. Because sometimes we’ll get a CV through and it will just
say that they’ve been a delivery driver and they’ve done a bit of retail.
They haven’t had childcare experience but there’s obviously a reason why
they’re applying for this role within a nursery. So let’s delve into that a
little bit deeper… (H3/SE/FG1)
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Finding 1: Strategy
Good Practice…

Values-based approach
Diversifying recruitment panels
Images of male practitioners
Positive discrimination clauses
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Finding 1: Strategy
Careers…
‘Loss’ of careers services
‘Student-led’ careers guidance
Lack of exposure
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Finding 1: Strategy
Missing connections…

EY Trainer/Advocate for Men in EYs: We’re attacking it the wrong way…[..] We’re
not inviting them in. We’re not putting them off, they were never put on in the first
place. They never thought about it! A lot of them never knew anything about it.
Not because of any reasons, not because of the pay, not because of negative
things, just cos they never thought about it (S.I.5)
Funding Council Officer/National Government: One of our colleges ..[..] did
a survey of twelve of their high schools and they surveyed boys who are 15
and asked them what they thought about a career in Early Years, and the
pay aspects really didn’t come up. What they did think was that this was
just a job that they didn’t know anything about. They didn’t, they weren’t
told about it when they went to careers guidance. There was no interaction,
and it’s just, it’s just something they’ve never come across. (S.I.3)
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Although our findings showed that men were/ appeared to be happy in their role as practitioner, and wanted to continue working with young childr

Finding 2: Support
Men on the Move….
Men on the Move

Men’s trajectories within EY marked by
movement.
Men move into, onwards, within, out of
early years
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Finding 2: Support

Moving on somewhere…
Male practitioner: I mean the money’s fairly basic here and it’s
not the most well paid work and I know I could get work that pays
a lot more, so there is that. But I enjoy doing what I’m doing and
my plan was to get my Level 3, maybe look to see if I could work in
any special needs schools, maybe work in an infant school.
Obviously, I need more qualifications but I could look into that
once I’ve got my Level 3. So that’s my plan really. So I know I want
the career with young children, just not sure at the moment
which way to go with it (H4/S1/Int7)
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Finding 2: Support
Vulnerabilities…

Moments of
Vulnerability

Concerns around intimate care/keyworker
roles/touch
Changes (rooms/positions/leadership)
51% of men vs 6% of women consider leaving due
to fear of allegations
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Finding 2: Support
Feeling watched…

Male Practitioner: I’m just really aware that I’m a man in this situation. So I’m
kind of aware that a child sits on my lap maybe. If I’m alone in a room with a
child, I don’t know it’s just more aware of, like that someone could raise a finger
at me. I don’t know, I feel a bit more under the watch. It’s like, the middle ground
between anxious and aware and I think mostly I can deal with it of just being
aware. It doesn’t necessarily make me super anxious. More like being a bit more, I
don’t know, slightly more maybe. Not awkward, I don’t know but I feel like, I think
about stuff you know with handling babies and stuff where women maybe don’t
have to think about it, you know. How something to you looks from the outside or
something I guess, because you know I don’t want to, I don’t know, because I’m a
man I don’t want to send any weird messages looking at me. I don’t know, feel
more just watched, yes. Maybe also more at the beginning when I started
(H4/S2/Int5)
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Finding 2: Support
Gendered Support…

Gendered Support

Gender Blindness
Support in moments of vulnerability
Whole setting ethos
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Finding 2: Support
A whole setting ethos…

Manager: We have recently added into our working with parents policy the fact that if
you want to come and be part of this community, it’s important that you accept the
professionalism and the way that this community runs. Part of that is there is no gender
difference between roles, therefore men will change nappies. Sometimes the family
might come in and say, well I really can’t handle that and, we have the inclusion lead
who would work with that family to hopefully build up their trust and confidence in the
way that we work so that that became acceptable to them. But it might be done on a
differentiated basis in close negotiation with any male or whatever member of staff it
was that was being discriminated against. So we have you know an absolute care to
protect the staff that work here against how they might feel about those sorts of
things. So we talk to them and explain…we also have a commitment to actually have
integrity to the values of the organisation and actually I believe that overcoming
some of those things is about opening up rather than closing down (H2/S1/Int8)
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Finding 3: (Gender) Slipping In
The Genderless Practitioner

The Genderless Practitioner

We are/do the same..
Different skills/aptitudes
Job description – The EY
Professional
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Finding 3: (Gender) Slipping in
We do the same…

Male Manager/Practitioner: Everybody is on exactly the same job
description. Everyone’s employed as an early years practitioner. Some have
different accountabilities or responsibilities which they do. You know, like
group leader or learning journals or that sort of thing. But no, everybody does
everything (H2/S1/Int1)
Female Practitioner: I think Felix’s had a lot of experience with like Forest
School and that kind of thing. He’s really good at all the outdoorsy kind of
stuff. But then so is Samina the teacher. And Norma does all the woodwork
with them so it’s not really that there’s a particular role that this is what the
men do and this is what the women do. I’d say everyone does a bit of
everything really (H1/S1/Int4)
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Finding 3: Slipping In
Gendered Practice
Gendered Practices

Physical/Risky Play
Intimate Care
Disciplinarian
Mess/Tidying Up

70% male vs 46% female practitioners

enjoy ‘rough and tumble’

78% female vs 48% male practitioners

enjoy dance

17% managers

do not always assign the same tasks to male and
female practitioners

12% male practitioners

rarely do nappy changing

13% male practitioners

rarely write reports or do learning assessments
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Finding 3:Slipping In

Men are better at physical play….
Female Practitioner 1: It’s instinctive, like you know. But it’s like for them to
have someone that they could be a bit rough with whereas women can be a
bit, oh no don’t do that. Where the males are like, come on then, let’s do it
Female Practitioner 2: I can notice that in the garden with Mike. Boys like to
play more roughly with Mike and they like that. They will play different to
women.
Female Practitioner 1: Cos men never grow up do they, let’s face it, they’re
always little boys and they always want to play don’t they. I know my husband
does with my Grandson, you know and Fred will come up and try and jump on
me and I’m like, no leave Nana alone (H4/S1/FG2)
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Finding 3:Slipping In

Men are better at physical play….

Male Practitioner: I think the only time I’m not comfortable {with physical
play} is if there’s absolutely loads of them and they’re starting to hurt each
other, and at the same time I get uncomfortable. I think another time is if
a parent walks in and I’ve got like six, seven kids on top of me, then I feel a
little bit uncomfortable. I’m not so sure why. I think it would be the fact
that they come in and just see my laying on the floor, not really working.
Not too sure, yeh (H4/S1/Int2)
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Finding 4: Sensitivity
Opportunities

Opportunities for Gender
Awareness

Throwing a stone into a
pond
Ripples created by mixed
gender workforces

Image by Ian Keefe, www.unsplash.com
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Finding 4: Sensitivity
Opening up discussions..

Male Practitioner: One of the things I definitely felt in the early years
classroom was that I was able to challenge gender stereotypes and
assumptions in a way that was possibly easier than for my female
colleagues. So, on purpose I would do things like wear pink ties because
I knew pretty much every time that it would be commented on by a
child and it would open up a discussion about clothing and gender, that
kind of thing, which as I’ve discovered is still very deeply ingrained
culturally (H2/S2/Int5)
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Finding 4: Sensitivity
The Genderless Child

The Genderless Child

Gender boundaries as flexible/fluid
Gender order inside/outside of EYs
Gender tensions
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Finding 4: Sensitivity

Children can be who they want to be…

Male Practitioner: It’s allowing people to be who they are..[..] you know
there might be a little boy who conforms completely to what the ‘typical
man’ is-, you know and there might be someone who’s completely against
that. And it’s about saying, both of them are ok and if you want to be what
is seen as traditionally boyish then there’s nothing wrong with that. But
equally, it’s fine if you want to wear a dress every day, which one little boy
did every day. And there’s nothing wrong with that (H4/SE/FG1).
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Finding 4: Sensitivity
Gender Awareness Training

Gender Awareness
Training

Need for training
Resources & activities around
gender
Reflective practice
Whole setting approach

30% practitioners

engaged in formal discussions
about gender

16%

participated in a genderbased intervention

Image by Agence Olloweb www.unsplash.com
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Finding 4: Sensitivity

Moving forward as a whole setting…
Male Teacher: My hunch is that the Early Years team generally are pretty well
attuned to {gender issues} and I don’t know if that’s because I’ve been there for
four years or if it’s just because it’s something that comes up a lot at this early
age and it’s something that people are able to respond to. As a whole school I
don’t think there has been anything kind of whole staff training on gender and
it’s something that I did ask about recently about getting some kind of staff
development on gender and LGBT issues, that kind of thing because it’s
something that’s coming up more often I think with the children at the school
..[..] I think it’s quite helpful if we have a common approach to that (H2/S2/Int5)
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Gender Diversification of the EY
Workforce…
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..opportunities for doing
gender differently and for
challenging gender
stereotypes but strategies
in recruitment and careers,
and the implementation of
gender awareness training
are key to effectively ‘degendering’ early years
education/workforce.
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